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As some of you may know, 
AT&T purchased Cricket 
Wireless in March 2014 so 
they could have a footprint in 
the prepaid market.  AT&T 
agreed to give CWA a card 
check agreement for their 
new employees.  The card 
check period is for 30 days 
and then AT&T would either 
bring them into the Company 
as unorganized workers 
or as CWA Represented 
Members.  AT&T agreed that 
if CWA was able to organize 
each bargaining unit (each 
individual state), then 
they would bring them in 
under the existing collective 
bargaining agreement that 
covers all of our Members 
at AT&T Mobility and 
collectively bargain for 
wages.  If we did not get 
them organized, then AT&T 
would impose whatever 
wages, working conditions, 
and benefits that they saw 
fit.  I have never seen an 
employer give workers more 
than they expected outside 
of long and hard bargaining.  
Erin Gagnon has 
orchestrated our Organizing 
efforts at CWA Local 6300 
and she absolutely blew this 
out of the water.  St. Louis 
has 4 Cricket corporate 
stores with 22 employees and 
Independence, Missouri has 

1 store with 11 employees.  
Erin guided a small group 
of organizers efforts 
and was able to get 16 
Cricket employees to 
sign union authorization 
cards and 15 employees 
have already signed their 
CWA Union applications 
here in St. Louis in three 
days. The CWA Local in 
Independence got 6 Cricket 
employees to sign up also.  
We will be submitting the 
Union authorization cards 
next week so they can 
independently verify the 
authorization cards.  Erin’s 
team was composed of Mike 
Paplanus, Mike Lavoie and 
myself.  This has been a 
great success for our Local 
and for the Organizing team. 
This effort will be adding 
22 new members to our 
membership at CWA Local 
6300 when everything is 
completed.

Organizing Cricket Wireless Update
By Jeff Spraul, Vice President/Organizing Committee Liaison
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It is Election time again and we 
are once again asking our Members 
to utilize their rights and get out to 
the polls and vote for candidates that 
support the working families.  I know 
that it can be hard to throw your support 
behind some of these Legislators. It is 
your decision of who you support. We 
will be contacting some of you about 
supporting candidates we feel have 
supported labor in the past. Some of 
these candidates are on the other side 
of the isle but have voted in support of 
the right to have Unions with the belief 
that Unions have a very important role 
in every work place and community. 
I am asking you to please take the 

endorsements of the Missouri AFL-CIO 
into consideration. The endorsements of 
these candidates are derived from the 
labor clubs, and then the candidates are 
interviewed by the Greater St. Louis 
Labor Council before they are voted on 
by the Missouri AFL-CIO. All of these 
organizations check the voting records 
of the candidates to make sure they 
support our causes. I again am asking 
you to support these candidates. Even if 
you do not support them PLEASE utilize 
your right and get out and vote, you can 
make the difference in how you’re future 
looks and the way working families will 
be treated. 

From The President’s Desk
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Election Time
By Michael Mehringer, President

U.S. HOUSE 
MO 1 - Rep. Lacy Clay 
MO 3 - Open 
MO 4 - Nate Irvin 
MO 5 - Rep. Emanuel Cleaver II 
MO 6 - Bill Hedge 
MO 7 - Jim Evans 
MO 8 - Open 
MISSOURI SENATE 
SD 2 - Open 
SD 4 - Sen. Joe Keaveny 
SD 8 - Open 
SD 10 - Open 
SD 14 - Sen. Maria 
Chappelle-Nadal 
SD 18 - Open 
SD 22 - Jeff Roorda 
SD 24 - Jill Schupp 
SD 26 - Open 
SD 34 - Robert Stuber 
MISSOURI HOUSE 
HD 1 - Open 
HD 2 - Mike Waltemath 
HD 3 - Nate Walker 
HD 5 - C. LeRoy Deichman 
HD 6 - Robert Harrington 
HD 7 - Open 
HD 8 - Rep. Jim Neely 
HD 10 - Rep. Pat Conway 
HD 11 - Rep. Galen Higdon, Jr. 
HD 12 - Sandy Van Wagner 
HD 13 - Open 
HD 14 - Open 
HD 15 - Rep. Jon Carpenter 
HD 16 - Open 
HD 17 - Mark Ellebracht 
HD 18 - Lauren Arthur 
HD 19 - Rep. JJ Rizzo 
HD 20 - Rep. John Mayfield 
HD 21 - Rep. Ira Anders 
HD 22 - Rep. Brandon Ellington 
HD 23 - Rep. Randy Dunn 
HD 24 - Rep. Judy Morgan 
HD 25 - Rep. Jeremy LaFaver 
HD 26 - Rep. Gail McCann Beatty 
HD 27 - Rep. Bonnaye V. Mims 
HD 28 - Rep. Tom McDonald 

HD 29 - Rep. Noel Torpey 
HD 30 - Open 
HD 31 - Rep. Sheila Solon 
HD 32 - Rep. Jeanie Lauer 
HD 33 - Rep. Donna Pfautsch 
HD 34 - Open 
HD 35 - Ken Duvall 
HD 36 - Rep. Kevin McManus 
HD 37 - Rep. Joe Runions 
HD 38 - Rep. TJ Berry 
HD 39 - Open 
HD 40 - Lowell Jackson 
HD 41 - Dan Dildine 
HD 42 - Rep. Bart Korman 
HD 43 - Ed Lockwood 
HD 44 - Open 
HD 45 - Kip Kendrick 
HD 46 - Rep. Stephen Webber 
HD 47 - Rep. John Wright 
HD 49 - Gracia Yancey Backer 
HD 51 - Gary Grigsby 
HD 53 - Henry Grubb 
HD 54 - Open 
HD 56 - Patty Johnson 
HD 57 - William Grimes 
HD 61 - Tom Smith 
HD 62 - Open 
HD 63 - Bryan Pinette 
HD 64 - Open 
HD 65 - Rep. Anne Zerr 
HD 66 - Rep. Tommie Pierson 
HD 67 - Alan Green 
HD 68 - Rep. Keith English 
HD 69 - Rep. Margo McNeil 
HD 70 - Rep. Bill Otto 
HD 71 - Rep. Sue Meredith 
HD 72 - Rep. Mary Nichols 
HD 73 - Courtney Allen Curt 
HD 74 - Rep. Sharon L. Pace 
HD 75 - Rep. Rochelle Walton Gray 
HD 76 - Rep. Joshua Peters 
HD 77 - Rep. Kimberly M. Gardner 
HD 78 - Rep. Penny V. Hubbard 
HD 79 - Rep. Michael Butler 
HD 80 - Rep. Mike Colona 
HD 81 - Rep. Jacob W. Hummel 
HD 82 - Rep. Michele Kratky 

HD 83 - Rep. Gina Mitten 
HD 84 - Rep. Karla May 
HD 85 - Rep. Clem Smith 
HD 86 - Joe Adams 
HD 87 - Rep. Stacey Newman 
HD 88 - Tracy McCreery 
HD 90 - Deb Lavender 
HD 91 - Rep. Jeanne Kirkton 
HD 92 - Rep. Genise Montecillo 
HD 93 - Rep. Bob Burns 
HD 94 - Rep. Vicki Englund 
HD 97 - Rep. John McCaherty 
HD 102 - John Callahan 
HD 104 - Rep. Kathie Conway 
HD 105 - Matt Judkins 
HD 106 - Rep. Chrissy Sommer 
HD 107 - Rep. Ron Hicks 
HD 109 - Barbara Bollmann 
HD 111 - Rep. Michael Frame 
HD 112 - Robert Butler 
HD 113 - Sean Fauss 
HD 114 - Rep. T.J. McKenna 
HD 115 - Rep. Elaine Gannon 
HD 116 - Rep. Kevin Engler 
HD 117 - Rep. Linda Black 
HD 118 - Rep. Ben Harris 
HD 119 - Rep. Dave Hinson 
HD 126 - Open 
HD 131 - Marlee Yant 
HD 132 - Rep. Charlie Norr 
HD 134 - Kevin Knox 
HD 135 - Angie Filbeck 
HD 137 - Sandy Grogan 
HD 140 - Jim Billedo 
HD 142 - Open 
HD 143 - Open 
HD 144 - Rep. Paul Fitzwater 
HD 145 - Charles Elrod 
HD 146 - Open 
HD 147 - Open 
HD 149 - Bill Burlison 
HD 150 - Walter Dearing 
HD 151 - Ryan Holder 
HD 152 - Open 
HD 153 - Open 
HD 154 – Open 

Missouri – AFL-CIO Endorsed Candidates
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This month I thought I would 
discuss Social Security Disability 
(SSD). It seems that as more people 
are laid off and cannot find a new 
job, the number of people applying 
for SSD is increasing substantially. 
I would like to discuss this benefit 
and provide some insight on the best 
way to obtain SSD. The first thing is 
to understand that SSD is basically 
benefits for those individuals who have 
medical limitations that restrict their 
ability to work. These restrictions 
have to be sufficient to demonstrate 
that the individual cannot engage in 
substantial gainful employment in 
the open labor market. This does not 
mean that you simply cannot go back 
to your old job. It means that you are 
not capable of working a lighter or 
easier job than what you had before.  
I will explore this in greater detail.

The key to being successful in 
any SSD case is to obtain from 
your treating physicians specific 
restrictions and limitations on your 
ability to perform certain physical 
activities.  The key ones are your 
ability to sit, stand, walk, lift or carry.  
The more restrictive the limitations, 
the fewer job classifications you 
will be able to be place into by the 
person making the decision on your 
SSD case. The initial case worker is 
simply a clerk and without significant 
restrictions in place and listed by a 

physician, you will not likely get SSD. 
It is important to understand that 
SSD does not seek out restrictions for 
you.  Medical  records are usually hard 
to read and do not list restrictions. It 
is doubtful that anyone at the initial 
level is going to even read much of the 
medical records. If you do not have a 
letter from the doctor detailing the 
restrictions and why you have them, 
it is simply going to be denied.  

If you are denied, you are stuck 
in a position where you will need 
to request a hearing in front of a 
Judge to make a determination. The 
general rules are the same. You will 
still need significant limitations and 
restrictions from your doctor to prove 
you are entitled to benefits.  People 
often think that if the Judge could 
just see the kind of pain they are in or 
if they can explain to the Judge about 
their problems, the Judge will grant 
benefits.  That is not correct. The 
Judges are more than likely trying to 
safe guard the benefits and will put 
you to the test in getting anything. 
That means you must have support 
from a doctor that limits you to very 
low levels of work. Restrictions that 
limit your ability to sit/stand for any 
length of time. Even better are these 
kind of limits, restrictions that prevent 
you from attending  work every day,  
restrictions that require you to get 
off your feet and  go lay down during 

the day, restrictions that prevent you 
from operating equipment or your 
inability to focus due to medications 
you must take on a daily basis. These 
are the kind of significant restrictions 
you will typically need to get SSD. 
The younger you are, the more 
restrictions you need. 

You will usually need the help 
of an attorney at this stage of the 
process. Make sure that you provide 
the attorney with all your limitations. 
Sometimes, people do not tell me 
about a condition like asthma. While 
this may be something that would 
not prevent you from working by 
itself, it could limit the type of work 
environment you can place into by 
the Judge. Everything that causes 
limitations needs to be addressed in 
order to overwhelm the Judge and 
make a strong case. It is much harder 
now than when I started 25 years ago 
to get benefits. You need to fight to get 
your benefits.  You must understand 
what is needed to be successful in 
these cases.  Think about what you 
can use and get support from doctors 
to prove your limitations. 

If you have any questions, please 
feel free to contact me to discuss.

     
Mike Goldberg, Esq. 

     
1-800-489-2891

 Obtaining Social Security Disability
By Michael C. Goldberg, Attorney

Less Than 20 Days Until the Election!!
We’re asking all CWA Members in District 6 to come 
out and volunteer at least once with your union and 
help us elect labor friendly candidates.
To get more information on participating in Labor 
Walks and phone banks, contact your Local and 
download the CWA App, (Android and iPhone). 
Don’t forget to create a profile.
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Success!!! Community Services Fundraising
By Tori Pratt, Chief Steward

SUCCESS!!! Once again we had a very successful golf tournament.  A big thanks goes out to all of the players and 
hole sponsors, without you all we wouldn’t be so successful.  Winner of the tournament was Mark Johnson’s team.  
With this golf tournament and one of our previous Cardinal game fundraisers we are proud to announce we will be 
issuing a check for $5000.00 dollars to Five For The Fight!!!

AT&T Mobility Corner
By Jeff Spraul, Vice President

The world of wireless keeps spinning 
faster and faster.  The changes and 
challenges keep coming.  Your Union 
brothers and sisters stand next to you 
and support you every step of the way.  
We need to keep true to our principles 
and ideals.

If you feel that you have been treated 
unfairly in any way, then you need to 
contact your Union Steward.  There is 
no reason to not fight injustice in our 
workplaces.  Our contract guarantees 
each and every one of us the right to 
the grievance process all the way up to 
arbitration.  If someone has disciplined 
you without just cause or caused you 

harm in any way, then you have agreed 
upon contractual language to fight back 
with.  If you have been discriminated 
for any reason, then we have resources 
to fight back.  We have recommended 
to Members to file EEOC complaints 
when the situation warrants.  CWA 
will do everything in our power to hold 
AT&T managers to the same Code of 
Business Conduct standards that we 
are held to.  Don’t accept injustice, fight 
back.

Please regularly review your 
personnel records.  AT&T Mobility 
and CWA have a Memorandum of 
Understanding regarding Personnel 

Records.  Every employee has the 
right, upon written request, to 
examine records containing personally 
identifiable employee information 
about ourselves.  CWA recommends 
that every employee do this at least 
once a year.  Managers have been 
known to have either willingly or 
unwillingly place incorrect information 
in employee’s files.  These errors could 
conceivably delay or even prevent 
employee transfers and/or promotions.  
Please regularly review your files and 
ensure they are accurate, fight back!         
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Usually, unions and our allies support 
early voting provisions. But we are urging 
everyone to vote against Amendment 6. 

Amendment 6 is a sham proposal that 
not only doesn’t meaningfully increase poll 
access, but also would make it much harder 
to ever extend early voting in a way that 
helps average Missourians.

Missouri’s Secretary of State calls 
Amendment 6 “nothing more than a political 
game . . . to counteract the citizen-driven 
early voting initiative.”

(That citizen initiative for effective
early voting didn’t make it onto
the ballot this time, but supporters
will try again.)

Here’s one example of the Amendment’s 
provisions: It says that voting cannot 
include Saturday or Sundays. That’s right. 
Even if down the road the legislature or 
public recognizes the flaws in Amendment 6, 
no one in Missouri would be allowed to vote 
on Saturdays or Sundays without a change 
to our state constitution.
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District 6 Report
Missourians: Vote No on “Early Voting” Amendment 6

Reprint from District 6 Newsletter

Effective Early 
Voting

Proposed 
Ammendment 6

Voting period 6 weeks 6 business days
Can people 
vote before or 
after work?

yes No. Regular 
business hours only. 

Can people 
vote on the 
weekend?

yes No. Monday-Friday 
only. Voting can 
never be extended 
to the weekends 
without another 
constitutional 
amendment. 

Voting 
locations

Satelite voting 
offices in larger 
counties

Central election 
office only

Effective Early Voting vs. Amendment 6

To ensure that Amendment 6 is defeated, we must
educate our friends, families and co-workers to

vote against something that sounds positive.

ACTION ITEM – Educate your friends and family about the sham early voting proposal 
and VOTE NO on Amendment 6.

“Rather than providing for early voting, this places deep restrictions on the possibility of
early voting, It was promulgated by legislators who are in fact opposed to early voting.”

—Denise Lieberman, Advancement Project, quoted in the Kansas City Star

“It’s clearly an attempt to restrict early voting. If you’re juggling two jobs and a family, six
more days of bankers’ hours does nothing to help you vote.”

— Lara Granich, Missouri Jobs with Justice

“Amendment 6 is a craven attempt . . . to make it very difficult for citizens to ever have 
a chance to vote at convenient hours and locations in the run-up to Election Day. Voters 
should say NO on Nov. 4 and insist on a meaningful early voting proposal.”

— “Vote ‘no’ on Missouri’s sham early voting proposal,” Kansas City Star, Oct. 4, 2014
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Next Meetings:
November 19

December No Meeting

November 2014

New Members

Please see your Union Steward 
to submit notices of deaths, 

retirements, disabilities, or other 
announcements within your office.

       Submit
       Good

       and Welfare
Announcements

YP Holding LLC
Michael Black
Kendall Dumas
Bruce Johnson

Toriano Pride
Sydney Zarate

AT&T Mobility
Brandon Caushie
Victor  Garcia
Marlon Byrd
Nicola Campbell
Stacy Davis
Cody Baker
Allison Bata

Andrew Beavers
Colin Barry
Danielle 
Buhrman
Julia Hardy
Dana Kelsey

AT&T Telephone
Justin Ederer
Dana Thielmann
Daidre Lewis
Cheryl Cassani
Brandion Bar-
nard
Sherman Coyle
Christopher Wil-
liams
Charles Judge
Larry Wilkins
Dennis Schmied
Brandon Earls

Kristin Edwards
Jacob Gehrin
Jeffrey Harris
LaRonda Harris
Maia Pereira
Ryan Noonan
Aaron Rome
Scott Jason
Eric Sheehan
Kevin Weber
Bryan Zimmer-
mann

In Sympathy
Earl Aubochon   Retiree
Paul  Johnson  Retiree

Members’ Losses
Karen Evans  Father
Douglas Love Mother

Retiring
Nancy Dunlop 08/22/14
Dana Galovich 08/22/14
Amanda Shumpert 08/22/14
Charlice Fort 08/23/14
James Joyce 09/05/14

Congratulations
Tiffany Jackson  Baby Boy
Merial Cushshon  Baby Girl
 

Motions 10-15-14
Motion: Mike Songer, second Mike 
Lavoie to send Mike Mehringer to 
the Presidents Meeting, October 15 
through October 17, 2014 in Osage 
Beach, MO. Motion carried.
Motion: Erin Gagnon, second Gordon 
Smith, Jr. to send Jeff Spraul to the 
2014 CWA /AT&T Mobility Leader-
ship Conference in Orlando, Florida 
from November 14 through November 
19, 2014 in Orlando, Florida. Motion 
carried.

What are Weingarten Rights?
Employees have the right to Union 

representation when they feel an 
investigatory meeting is to take place.

An investigatory meeting occurs 
when a supervisor questions an 
employee to use information against 
them in discipline or for an employee 
to defend certain conduct. This 
does not include normal day-to-day 
conversations with management or 
discussions with productivity.
Note: The Company will not advise the
employee of their “Weingarten Rights”

Weingarten Rules:
Rule 1: The employee must make a
clear request for Union representation 
before or during the meeting. The employee 
cannot be punished for making this request.
Rule 2: After the employee makes their 
request, the company has three options:
 1. Grant the request and delay 
questioning until the Union representative 
arrives and has a chance to consult 
privately with the employee. 
 2. Deny the request and end the 
meeting immediately.
 3. Give the employee a choice of having 
the interview without Union representation 
or end the meeting.
Rule 3: If the company denies the request 
for Union representation, and continues to 
ask questions, it commits an unfair labor 
practice and the employee has a right to 
refuse to answer. The company may not 
discipline the employee for such a refusal.

Clip-out this handy card 
and keep it with you. You 

never know when you 
might need it.

The CWA/AT&T 2013 Labor Agreement 
allows any regular full time, non-surplus 

employee who has met time in title requirements 
to express his/her interest in receiving 

a Voluntary Severance Payment.
This can be done by submitting a Voluntary Severance Candidate Process 

request form to your the staffing/placement office at 314-357-6889 or your 
Steward for additional information.

TAKE THE CASH!!
If you are considering leaving or 

retiring from AT&T, consider VSP!
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The meeting was called to order 
by Vice President Earline Jones. 
Bob Huss was absent due to illness. 
Earline said a prayer and led everyone 
in the Pledge of Allegiance to our flag.  

She asked for a moment of silence 
for deceased members Jerome 
Wetteroff, Edward Joseph Ward, 
Clara Waltman and Arthur Cooper. 

Nancy Jinkerson announced the 
lunch menu and read the minutes of 
the September meeting.  A motion 
was made, seconded and passed to 
approve minutes as read.

Nellie Girouard read the Treasurer’s 
report.  A motion was made, seconded 
and passed to approve the report.

Amy Phillips, Labor Liaison for the 
United Way, spoke about this year’s 
campaign and showed a film.  She 
gave some examples of how United 
Way helps people.  She emphasized 
that any donations to the United Way 
agency in this area stay in this area.  
Less than 9% of every dollar goes for 
administrative costs.  A video was 
shown. 

Earline talked about the “Home 
Care Champion” campaign which 

supports home care workers and 
their efforts to help them organize 
and get a living wage.  She also 
reminded everyone of the November 
4th election and urged everyone to 
vote and to vote for the candidates 
endorsed by the AFL-CIO.

Earline spoke about AON and 
shared her experience with her 
first call.  Kevin Kujawa offered 
information on some of the plans 
available and answered several 
questions.

Under new business nominations 
for officers will be at the November 
meeting and the election will be in 
the December meeting.

The monthly birthday cake was won 
by Ken Cox who gave it back since he 
won last year. The second drawing 
was won by Nancy Jinkerson.

Drawings were held and monies 
were given out as prizes.  Earline told 
a couple of jokes.  A motion was made, 
seconded and passed to adjourn 
the meeting.  Bingo was played 
afterwards.

Retirees
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Retirees Meeting October-13, 2014
Retiree Meetings

November 10 
& December 8

Meeting 11:30 / Lunch 12:00
Meeting Location
2258 Grissom Dr.

$12 charge per person. 
Bring a guest but make 

reservations:
Bob Huss - 636-947-4299

BHuss6350@sbcglobal.net
Earline Jones   355-6860

Nellie Girouard
314-739-0317 

Nancy Jinkerson 
314-809-3264
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CWA Local 6300

Annual
Christmas Party
December 12, 2014 • 7pm - Midnight

Machinist Hall
12365 St. Charles Rock Rd., Bridgeton, MO

Catering by
Kenrick’s

DJ • Dancing
Basket Raffles
Open Bar (ID Required)
$15 for 1 ticket
$25 for 2 tickets
Cash Only • In Advance
Members Only - One Paid Guest Allowed per Member
Contact your Chief Steward or Steward for Tickets

Donations of canned goods & toys appreciated for local charities.

Balloon Art!   Face Painting!

YOU MUST RSVP
by 5:00 pm on November 30th.

Kids 10 and under, Leave the Members name, child’s name, and age.

December 14, 2014
8:30AM to11:00AM

At Local 6300
2258 Grissom Drive, St. Louis, MO 63146

Call: 314.991.0200

CWA Local 6300 Presents 

 BREAKFAST WITH SANTA
Pancake Breakfast, Entertainment and Photo’s 

with Santa will be provided at no cost for the children
There will be no gifts this year. Parents can purchase breakfast $5 per person


